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Abstract .  Several integrals which are related to the arithmetic-geometric mean are developed 
and proved in a very elementary way. These results can be used to prove a known inequality which 
relates this mean to the logarithmic mean. 
The arithmetic-geometric mean has been found to have many interesting properties ince it was 
first discovered by Lagrange, and somewhat later by Gauss [1]. In particular, because of its rapid 
convergence, it has played a significant role in the development of methods for the computation 
of 7r. The exact relationship will be stated in Theorem 1 below. Moreover, the theory of elliptic 
functions, to which the arithmetic-geometric mean can be related, has been used to obtain fast 
computations of the function e ~ and the number ~r [2]. It is the purpose of this note to present 
several integral relationships using elementary techniques which involve the arithmetic-geometric 
mean. These are given as preparation for an elementary proof of an inequality that has appeared 
in [3,4] which relates the arithmetic-geometric mean to the logarithmic mean. 
Let a and b denote real numbers uch that a > b > 0. One can construct a sequence of arithmetic 
means and a sequence of geometric means in the following way [5]. Put a0 = a, b0 = b and define 
two sequences as follows 
1 
12.-t- 1 : ~(a  n "3F bn) , bn+ 1 : ~V/~n~, n = O, 1, 2, , , °  (1) 
The sequence {b,} is increasing and bounded above by a, and the sequence {a,} is decreasing and 
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bounded below by b, since inductively 
b<bl < ' "<bn <an < ' . .<a l  <a. 
Each sequence therefore converges. Notice that  
1 
al - bl < ~ (a - b)  
An upper bound for the difference (an - b.) can be obtained by induction using 
an - bn an-x - -  bn-1 an-1 - -  b ,~- i  an -1  - bn -1  1 
a,-1 - bn-1 4(a~ + bn) 2(a,_t  + bn-1) + 4bn < 2(an- i  "~- bn-1) < 2 
Multiplying both sides of this equation by (a.-1 - b~-l) and using the induction hypothesis, one 
has 
a.  - b. < @% - b), ~ > 1. 
The arithmetic-geometric mean M(a, b) is defined as the common limit of these two sequences, {a~} 
and {b.}, 
M(a, b) = lira a~ = lira bn. 
n--~oo n--~co 
Define the integral I(a, b) in the following way, 
f 
~t2 
I(a, b) = dO 
ao ~/a 2 COS 2 0 + b 2 sin s 0 (2) 
For a, b > 0, the arithmetic-geometric mean is related to the integral I through the following 
relation, which we state without proof [6]. 
Theorem 1. 
7r 1 M(a, b) = ~I -  (a, b). 
The integral I(a, b) in (2) satisfies the following transformation property. 
Theorem 2. If a and b are positive numbers, then 
[~/2 dO = f~/2 dO 
a 0 ~/a 2 cos 2 0 + b 2 sin s 0 a 0 x/(a cos 2 0 + b sin 2 0) (a sin s 0 + b cos 2 0)" 
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Proof. Let H(a, b) represent the right hand side of this equality. Then 
H(a, b) - f~12 dO 
-Jo v/(acosSg+bsin20)(asin29+bcos29) 
Set s = v~tan0 in this integral to obtain, 
= 1 [,¢/2 see 2 9d9 
b a J° I (1+ b tan2 0)(tan2 0+ a) 
fo ¢ ds fo ~ ds H(a, b) = ~/(a 2+ sS)( bs + sS) = ~/s4 + ( as + bS) s2 + (ab) 2 . (3) 
This relates the original integral to the square root of a quartic polynomial in a nice way. On the 
other hand, if we set s = bran ~v, this integral becomes 
f~/2 H(a, b) = bsee2 ~ d~ 
J0 x/(b s tan 2 ~v + aS)(b 2 tan s ~v + 5 s) 
This is the required result. 
[ ~12 d~v 
J o ~(a  2 cos 2 ~o -I- b 2 sin s ~) 
Theorem 3. The integral H(a, b) is invariant under the transformation which takes a into vfa-b 
and b into (a + b)/2. 
Proof. Using equation (3), one finds 
a+ b. ~0 ~° H(v~, - -~- )  = 
d8 
~ I s 2  + (__~)a+b 2 
ds 
1 ab If we make the replacement s = i (y - y ) ,  then the y interval from (0, c¢) is mapped onto (-c¢, co), 
and 
a+b2 1(y2 a2 s~ + (--V-)  = + +¢+ ). 
Consequently, the two integrals in s are transformed into, 
a + b. /v ~ dy + fv~ H(v~, - - -~)  = dy 
ly  (ab)S J° l y  (ab) s 
Y 2+aS+bS-[- y2 Y s-4-aS4-bS+ y---f-- 
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= ]o "~° dy = H(a, b). 
x/¢ + (a2 + b2)y2 + (ab)2 
The logarithmic mean, which will be denoted by L(a, b), is defined by the equation 
a-b  
L(a, b) - loga - logb' 
for a ~ b and L(a, a) = a [3,4]. The main intention of this note is to prove the following inequality, 
which we state in the form of Theorem 4. 
Theorem 4. The arithmetic-geometric mean satisfies the inequality 
M(a, b) >_ L(a, b) 
Equality holds if and only if a = b. 
P roo f .  Using Theorem 1, the inequality in this theorem can be written in the equivalent form, 
a -b  
M(a,b) = I-l(a'b) >- loga - logb' 
Substituting for I(a, b), the inequality above is equivalent to, 
2 f~12 d9 log a - log b < / 
~r J0 x/a 2 cos 2 0 + b 2 sin 2 0 - a - b 
If one supposes that a > b > 0, then the variable t = b/a is defined such that t is in the interval 
J -- (0,1). This inequality can be written in terms of the variable t in the following way, 
2 f~/~ dO < log(l/t) 
Jo ~/1 - (1 - t  2) sin 20-  1 - t  (4) 
The binomial theorem gives the following expansion, 
= ~ s ,  Isl<l. 
= - 
Replacing s by y2 sin 2 9, where y2 = 1 - t2 E J ,  the integrand of I(a, b) can be written 
co I 
1 _- ~ (2n)! y2~sin2~9 ' 
~/1 - y2 sin 2/9 ~ 22n(n!~2 
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Here, y < 1 when t E J. When this equation is integrated with respect o 0, the right-hand side 
can be integrated term by term using the well known integral, 
sin ~ oeo = ~ \ n / g" 
One obtains, 
J0 ~/1 -  y2sin s0 ~=0 ~ Y~" (5) 
This converges for y E J, and it represents the integral. The next stage is to try to obtain an 
estimate for the sum on the right-hand side of (4). To do this, the following inequality is applied 
< ~,  n - - -1 ,2 ,3 , . . . .  
The first terms of the sum in (5) can be written out explicitly, 
C:) 1 y2n = 1 + 1 2 9 4 K~ 1 (2n~ 24 
Therefore, extending the sum to include the n = 1 and 2 terms by adding and subtracting the 
corresponding terms in the sum from the right hand side and then applying the inequality above, 
one obtains that 
oo 2 1 oo y2n 
z~=o24, \n  j <1-(~ - (~-~ ,=x 
1 ~ 1 9 2 
= 1 - (7  - )u ~ - (~  - )y ' -  - l ogt .  
To finish the proof, it has to be shown that, 
log t 1-(~l-})(1-t 2)-~(;1 1 __9)( 1_t2)= _21ogt<__~__l 
for t E J. Define the function g(t) to be, 
log t 1 1 1 1 g(t)= l-t +(;-} )(1-t2)+2(~-9)(1-tz)~+21°gt" 
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The function logt can be expanded in powers of (1 - t) to give, 
DO 
1 _1)( l _ t2  )+1 1 _9) (  1_t2)2" 
n=l  
Using the identity, 
2 - ~)(1 t) 1 - ~) (1- t )2  1 -~)(1-- (~ - _ (~ = (~ ~), 
the function g(t) can be written as follows, 
~¢ 2 1 1 1 9 2 g(t) = E(  n 1 1 ~-n)(1-t)" + (1 -  t)2{-( 1 -  ~)+ ~(~ - 3-~)(1 + t) }, 
n=2 
It is necessary to remove the n = 2 term from the sum and combine it with the first term in the 
bracket, and the n = 3 term will also be treated in the same way. This gives the following form for 
the function g(t), 
Oo 
9(t) = E (n 11 ~n ) + P(t), 
n=4 
where P(t) is defined to be 
13 133, 17 ~) t+(~-~) t .  p( t )=(_~+i_65)+(_~ + 1 9 ~_ 
Since the sequence (n/n + 1) is monotonically increasing, all of the coefficients which appear in the 
infinite sum in g(t) are strictly positive for all n > 3. Consequently, if it can be shown that the 
quadratic polynomial P(t) defined above is strictly positive on J, it will follow that 9(t) > 0 on J. 
This is straightforward, since P(t) is a parabola which opens upward and has a minimum at the 
point to. This value of t satisfies the constraint 
P%)  = 0. 
This can be solved exactly and it is found that to is given by the equation 
511r - 160 
to = 3(32 - 9zr)" 
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It is easy to check that P(t0) > 0 is satisfied, and so P(t) > 0 holds for all t C J. Clearly, 9(1) = 0, 
where the value t = 1 corresponds to a = b, and this is the only point in J for which this occurs. 
This completes the proof. 
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